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Typically, teachers use tests to evaluate students’ knowledge acquisition. In a novel experimental study, we examined whether low-stakes testing (quizzing) can be used to foster students’ learning of course content in 8th grade science classes. Students received multiple-choice quizzes (with feedback); in the quizzes, some target content that would be included on the class summative assessments was tested, and some of the target content was not tested. In Experiment 1, three quizzes on the content were spaced across the coverage of a unit. Quizzing produced significant learning benefits, with between 13% and 25% gains in performance on summative unit examinations. In Experiments 2a and 2b, we manipulated the placement of the quizzing, with students being quizzed on some content prior to the lecture, quizzed on some immediately after the lecture, and quizzed on some as a review prior to the unit exam. Review quizzing produced the greatest increases in exam performance, and these increases were only slightly augmented when the items had appeared on previous quizzes. The benefits of quizzing (relative to not quizzing) persisted on cumulative semester and end-of-year exams. We suggest that the present effects reflect benefits accruing to retrieval practice, benefits that are well established in the basic literature.
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Basic memory experiments have shown that on a final criterial test, students better remember information on which they had been tested sometime prior to the test than information on which they had not been tested previously (see Roediger & Karpicke, 2006, for a review). This effect, termed the testing effect, suggests an important expansion of how tests might be utilized in educational settings. Currently, tests largely serve an evaluative function to help teachers to gauge students’ knowledge acquisition and achievement and to assign grades. In the present article, we explore the idea that low- or no-stakes testing (i.e., quizzing) might be used as a technique to improve learning and retention of course content in a middle school classroom.

The idea that testing can be used to enhance learning and retention has been explored in a handful of experimental studies reported in the educational psychology literature. For instance, Spitzer (1939) presented thousands of Iowa middle school students with a passage to read and after delays of varying length gave the students a test on the material. Final test performance was better when intervening tests were required than when no intervening tests were present (for related research with college students, see Glover, 1989; McDaniel & Fisher, 1991). These and other reports of the testing effect with educational-like materials (see Bangert-Drowns, Kulik, & Kulik, 1991; Roediger, Agarwal, Kang, & Marsh, 2010, for reviews) underscore the potential for testing as a classroom technique to enhance learning. Yet features inherent in much of the extant research on testing effect are not reflective of acquisition of curricular material in a classroom. For example in Spitzer (1939), the testing effect was demonstrated for material that students were exposed to once and to which students had no further access for review and study. Further, the material was an isolated passage not related to the integrated content representing the educational objectives of the class. By contrast, in a classroom context, material is typically reinforced in homework and reading...
assignments, it is designated as important for the students to master, and the material is part of an integrated topic domain identified as core to the curriculum.

We are aware of only a few published experiments in which the testing effect was investigated for content presented in an actual course. One experiment was performed in a college-level web-based course (McDaniel, Anderson, Derbish, & Morissette, 2007), and the other was associated with an eighth-grade U.S. history class (Carpenter, Pashler, & Cepeda, 2009). In both cases, information tested on initial short-answer tests was more likely to be remembered than information not included in the initial test or information presented for additional review. One limitation of these studies, however, is that the final criterial tests were not the summative tests used to evaluate students for the course. For the McDaniel et al. experiment, the final tests for the content were termed “practice” tests (tests that did not affect students’ grades and were optional); for the Carpenter et al. experiment, the initial and final tests were administered after the students had completed their examinations (thus, students’ grades were established prior to their participation in the experiment), and students were unaware that a final test would be administered. Accordingly, students were not as likely to be motivated to study the target material in preparation for the criterial tests or to learn the target material in the first place (in McDaniel et al.) than if their course grade had depended on their test performance. It is thus possible that testing (quizzing) might not produce significant benefits to learning and retention in the authentic classroom context in which performance on the criterial tests is important for the course grade, and students are motivated to study the target content to do well on the final assessments. In this context, quizzed and unquizzed content might be equally well learned. Thus, the question that remains is whether low-stakes quizzing could be used to promote learning for core curricular content in K–12 (or college) classrooms (e.g., see Mayer et al., 2009, for a quasi-experiment in college classes in which no effects on course grades were found when instructors administered between two and four multiple-choice questions at the end of lectures relative to a no-quiz class).

There are, however, a number of theoretical reasons why quizzing should promote learning. Quizzing requires active processing of the target material and more specifically requires retrieval, a process that improves retention (Carpenter & DeLosh, 2006; McDaniel & Masson, 1985; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). Quizzing is usually accompanied by feedback (as in the current study), which itself improves learning (Butler & Roediger, 2008; Pashler, Cepeda, Wixted, & Rohrer, 2005). Quizzing could also have indirect effects, such as improving students’ metacognitive judgments about what they know and do not know (Kornell & Son, 2009), thereby increasing study effectiveness (Thomas & McDaniel, 2007). Frequent quizzing might also reduce test anxiety, thereby improving performance on summative assessments. The experiments reported here are part of an ongoing comprehensive project to evaluate whether classroom quizzes presented as learning exercises, on which performance has little consequence for the students’ grades, will indeed promote learning across a range of middle school courses.

The present emphasis on quizzing is not intended to imply that other kinds of activities, especially those that include feedback, such as in-class reviews, homework, self-explanation (e.g., McDaniel & Donnelly, 1996), and open-book questions (e.g., Agarwal, Karpicke, Kang, Roediger & McDermott, 2008; Candler & McDaniel, 2007), are not also effective active learning techniques. Our emphasis is motivated by the observation that quizzing is not often incorporated into the arsenal of techniques that teachers employ but may be an efficacious technique. In our initial work, we focused on middle school social studies classes in which the instructor had already adopted quizzing technique (one of the few in the school) to assist students in learning and not for grading purposes. She had established a particular quizzing regimen in her classes in which students received a prelecture quiz, postlecture quiz, and a review quiz, all of which were identical in content. In several experiments, we found that this particular quizzing regimen significantly enhanced performance on the summative assessments for items that were quizzed relative to items that were either not quizzed or were presented for restudy instead of as a quiz item (Roediger, Agarwal, McDaniel, & McDermott, 2010).

Several important questions emerged from these initial findings (conducted in parallel with the current study). First, could similar positive effects of quizzes be obtained for middle school science? Improving science education has become a national priority in terms of policy, funding, and educational research. If effective, quizzing could be an attractive tool in efforts to enhance students’ science literacy for a number of reasons, including minimal disruption to existing classroom practice. Accordingly, the present experiments were conducted across a range of eighth-grade science content. A second key question was whether the significant benefits of quizzing rest on the particular three-quizz regimen reported by Roediger, Agarwal, McDaniel, et al. (2010). From a practical standpoint, educators would likely prefer to implement the most efficacious quizzing scheme. To provide information along these lines, in Experiments 2a and 2b we systematically manipulated the number of quizzes and their placement relative to the classroom lesson and the summative assessment.

Third, the robustness of quizzing effects (if found) for long retention intervals has received little attention. A recent laboratory experiment showed testing effects for art-history content after a 2-month delay (Butler & Roediger, 2007). The Carpenter et al. (2009) study showed testing effects after a 9-month delay for eighth graders but only for facts tested once the lessons and exams were completed. Thus, though these prior studies established that testing effects can persist after a substantial delay for educational material, in our current experiments we examined students’ learning of course material as they progressed through the course, and the criterial tests we used were the chapter tests and exams on which students were graded. As far as we can tell, no previous researchers have conducted experiments integrated into the subject matter of a class in this way. Quizzing could be an especially valuable pedagogical technique if its use during a course supported long-term retention of course content. To examine the persistence of quizzing benefits in a classroom, in Experiments 1 and 2b we examined student performances on end-of-the semester and end-of-the-year cumulative exams.

**Experiment 1**

In a within-student design, all students received three multiple-choice quizzes (with feedback); for each quiz some of the target content (i.e., content that would be included on the class exams) was included and some of the target content was not included, and
across six class sections the particular content for quizzing (or not quizzing) was randomly determined. Quizzed content was quizzed prelecture, immediately postlecture, and a day prior to the unit exam. Performance on the class’s unit and cumulative examinations (containing both quizzed and nonquizzed items) indicated whether quizzing affected learning and retention.

Method

Participants. We recruited 139 eighth-grade science students from a public middle school in a suburban middle-class community in the Midwest to participate in this study. Parents were informed of the study, and written assent from each participant was obtained in accordance with the Washington University Human Research Protection Office. The school board, the principal, and the teacher agreed to participate in the study; three students declined to have their data included in the study.

Materials and design. We used material from five units in the assigned science curriculum (genetics, evolution, anatomy 1, anatomy 2, and anatomy 3). There were three initial quiz phases: prelesson (before the teacher’s lesson but after participants read an assigned chapter from the textbook [assuming students followed the teacher’s instructions]), postlesson (after the teacher’s lesson about a chapter), and review (24 hr before the unit exam). On the initial classroom quizzes, half of the target facts from each unit appeared on the test in a multiple-choice format (quizzed condition) and half of the facts did not (nonquizzed condition), following a within-subjects design. For these initial quizzes (not the review quiz), the number of questions varied across each unit, depending on the length of the chapters. The number of questions on the initial quiz (i.e., the prelesson and postlesson quizzes) ranged from three for the shortest chapter to eight questions for the longer chapters. All facts were covered in the readings and the teacher’s lessons.

The classroom teacher approved all multiple-choice questions, answers, and lures created by the experimenter. Most of the questions were based on examinations that this teacher had used in previous years, and thus the questions were reflective of the kind of summative assessments routinely used for eighth-grade science at this school. These assessments primarily were based on factually multiple-choice questions; additional multiple-choice questions created by the experimenter typically required inference and analysis (across the five units, 80% of the questions were factual and 20% required inference or analysis; see Appendix A for example items). Items were randomly assigned to the two conditions, and each of the six classroom sections (M = 24 students) received a different random selection of items in the quizzed and nonquizzed conditions. The number of items varied between conditions and units (ranging from 12 to 30 items per condition and unit), and the total number of items in this experiment was 188. For each student, 96 items were in the quizzed condition and 92 items were in the nonquizzed condition.

Twenty days (on average) after the first prelesson quiz, retention was measured on unit exams composed of all items noted previously. In addition, the unit exams included a section with various types of other questions that the teacher generated (matching, fill in the blank, short answer). The exact nature of these items varied between each unit. For example, in genetics, the students had to fill out Punnett squares and answer questions regarding the phenotype and genotype of the offspring; for anatomy, students had to label parts of the systems they were learning. Depending on the unit, these additional, nonmultiple-choice items represented 15%–56% of the questions on the exams (40% averaged across exams); further, about 5% of the questions on the exams were multiple-choice items that were added by the teacher subsequent to the lessons and consequently were not in the pool of items on the quizzes. Performance on these additional items was not examined for the current study (because the quiz manipulations were within-subjects—all students took quizzes—the effects of quizzing could not be determined on these questions). It is worth emphasizing, however, that the multiple-choice examination questions analyzed for the current experiments were for the most part those used by the teacher and had typically been used in previous years to evaluate and grade the eighth-grade science students.

Procedure. Initial quizzes (prelesson, postlesson, and review) were administered via a clicker response system (Ward, 2007). Items on initial quizzes were presented in the same order as presented during the lessons. Order of multiple-choice alternatives was randomized for each quiz to prevent students from memorizing the location of the correct answer.

Prelesson quizzes were administered after students read an assigned chapter from the textbook but before the teacher discussed the information. The teacher was not present for these quizzes in order to prevent potential bias toward particular items during her lesson that immediately followed the prelesson quiz. Students were truthfully informed that the teacher had to leave the room so that she would not know which questions were on the quiz; otherwise the results could be “messes up.” Students were encouraged to pay attention to the quiz questions because the information would likely be in the lecture and might be on later tests. If students inquired whether the quiz questions would be on the exam, the experimenter responded, “I do not know exactly which questions will be on the exam. Everything is randomized.”

For each item, the question and four multiple-choice alternatives were displayed on a large projection screen at the front of the classroom while they were read aloud by the experimenter. Students were required to respond to each question by pressing the A, B, C, or D buttons on their individual clicker remotes. After all the students had responded, a green check mark appeared next to the correct response while the experimenter read the question stem and correct answer out loud to the class before proceeding to the next item. After the completion of the prelesson quiz, the teacher was brought back into the room, and anonymous scores of all students were shown briefly on the screen. Students knew their own score by their assigned clicker number. The teacher then proceeded with the lesson.

Postlesson quizzes were administered after the teacher covered all material for a particular chapter. Review quizzes were administered 24 hr before unit exams. Overall, the procedure for postlesson and review quizzes was identical to that used for prelesson quizzes with two exceptions: the teacher was present during these quizzes, and scores from these quizzes counted for a small portion (10%) of each student’s cumulative grade. Additionally, students were not explicitly told when postlesson quizzes would be administered, but they were aware that the review quiz was the day before the unit exam. After the review quiz, students were reminded that many questions would be on the unit exam that students had not previously seen.
The classroom teacher administered paper-and-pencil unit exams. The students had been quizzed previously on approximately half of the target items on the exam and had not been quizzed on the other half. For previously quizzed items, the multiple-choice questions on the unit exams were the same as those on the initial quizzes, but the four multiple-choice alternatives were reordered randomly. The classroom teacher used the scores on these exams to account for 50% of the students’ overall grade. The students were informed of their overall score the day after the unit exam, but they did not receive corrective feedback on an item-by-item basis.

Students also completed multiple-choice end-of-the-semester and end-of-the-year exams (the end-of-year exams were administered via the clicker response system). On each exam, half the facts had previously appeared on quizzes three times and half had not (note that for the end-of-semester exam, but not the end-of-year exam, there were also multiple-choice questions that targeted units not included in the current experiment). All facts had been tested once on the unit exam, but items on the end-of-the-year exam were not presented on the end-of-the-semester exam. The end-of-the-semester exam was composed of 100 target items (20 items per each of the five units, 10 had been on previous quizzes and 10 had not) and additional items from units not involved in the experiment; the end-of-the-year exam was composed of 10 target facts total (two from each of the five units, one that had appeared on quizzes and one that had not). Questions were presented in the order in which the units had been taught, and questions for each unit were presented in a different random order for each classroom section. Regarding the end-of-the-semester exam, students were notified of the date of the exam approximately 1 month before it was administered, as performance was recorded for grading purposes (20% of their cumulative grade). The retention intervals between the unit exams and the end-of-the-semester exam ranged from 3 months (for the first unit in the semester—genetics) to several days (for the last unit of the semester—astronomy 3). Regarding the end-of-the-year exam, students were not informed of the exam until it was administered, and performance on the exam did not count toward the students’ grades. The retention intervals between the unit exams and the end-of-the-year exam ranged from 5 months to approximately 8 months.

The teacher’s typical lesson plans remained unchanged throughout our procedure. Students were exposed to all of the information contained on the unit exam via the teacher’s lessons, homework, and worksheets; therefore, students were exposed at least once to items that had not appeared on quizzes during typical classroom activities.

### Results

Nineteen students who qualified for special education or gifted programs were excluded from our analyses. Furthermore, 28 students who were not present for all initial quizzes, unit exams, and delayed exams were also excluded to ensure the integrity of our quizzing schedule. Therefore, data from 92 students are reported below. However, the general pattern of results remained the same when all 139 students were included. All results were significant at an alpha level of .05 unless otherwise noted. To index effect sizes, for the $F$ tests, partial eta-squared values were computed and for the $t$ tests, Cohen’s $d$ values were computed.

#### Initial quiz performance.

Initial quiz performance as a function of unit and type of quiz is shown in Table 1. A 5 (unit) × 3 (quiz type: prelesson, postlesson, review) repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) confirmed a significant increase from the prelesson (58%) to the postlesson (83%) and review quizzes (86%), $F(2, 182) = 1183.38$, $\eta_p^2 = .93$ for the main effect. Pairwise comparisons indicated that postlesson performance and review quiz performance were significantly greater than prelesson quiz performance, $t(91) = 38.73$, $d = 2.52$, and $t(91) = 38.95$, $d = 2.99$, respectively. Review quiz performance was also significantly greater than postlesson performance, $t(91) = 7.03$, $d = 0.45$. These results demonstrate substantial learning from the teacher’s lesson between prelesson and postlesson quizzes, with an additional increase in learning from the postlesson to the review quiz. Performance also differed depending on the unit of material, $F(4, 364) = 12.74$, $\eta_p^2 = .12$ for the main effect. Finally, though review quiz performance was typically greater than postlesson performance, which was always greater than prelesson performance, these differences varied as a function of the unit, $F(8, 728) = 32.60$, $\eta_p^2 = .26$, for the interaction. For instance, several units showed learning primarily between the prelesson and postlesson quizzes, whereas other units (evolution and anatomy 3) also showed learning between the postlesson and review quizzes.

#### Unit exam performance.

Unit exam performance as a function of unit and learning condition (quizzed, nonquizzed) is shown in Table 2. A 5 (unit) × 2 (quizzed, nonquizzed) ANOVA showed that students’ unit exam performance on quizzed items (92%) was significantly greater than performance on nonquizzed items (79%), $F(1, 91) = 337.99$, $\eta_p^2 = .79$. There was no significant difference in students’ performance across the units, $F(4, 364) = 1.44$, $p > .05$; however, students’ relative performance on the quizzed and nonquizzed items varied as a function of the unit, $F(4, 364) = 4.60$, $\eta_p^2 = .05$. As can be seen in Table 2, the testing effect (difference between items on which the students had been quizzed and items on which they had not) ranged from 16% for the genetics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quiz</th>
<th>Genetics</th>
<th>Evolution</th>
<th>Anatomy 1</th>
<th>Anatomy 2</th>
<th>Anatomy 3</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$SD$</td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$SD$</td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$SD$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prelesson</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postlesson</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
unit to 9% for the anatomy unit, but all testing effects for each unit were significant, *p* < .05.

**Delayed exam performance.** Performances on end-of-the-semester and end-of-the-year exams are also displayed in Table 2. Separate 5 × 2 ANOVAs for each exam were computed. On the end-of-the-semester exam, students’ performance on quizzed items (79%) was significantly greater than on nonquizzed items (72%), *F*(1, 91) = 45.43, *η^2^* = .33 (note that nonquizzed items were tested on prior unit exams). Performance significantly varied across units, *F*(4, 364) = 27.35, *η^2^* = .23, but there was no interaction between units and quiz condition, *F* < 1. On the end-of-the-year exam, students’ performance on quizzed items (68%) remained significantly greater than on nonquizzed items (62%), *F*(1, 91) = 4.50, *η^2^* = .05. Students’ performance at the end of the year also varied across units, *F*(4, 364) = 14.95, *η^2^* = .14, but again, the interaction between units and quiz conditions was not significant, *F*(4, 364) = 1.09, *p* > .05. Thus, the positive benefits of quizzing were demonstrated over a retention interval that extended for up to 9 months (in the case of the end-of-the-year exam).

**Discussion**

This experiment and those experiments conducted in social studies classes (Roediger, Agarwal, McDaniel, et al., 2010) are the first to show the effectiveness of low-stakes quizzing in promoting retention of course content on summative assessments used in actual classrooms. Such a finding represents a significant extension over existing experimental work focusing on testing effects, especially the limited research on the testing effect with middle school students. In previous reports of the testing effect with middle school students (and typically college students as well; see Roediger & Karpicke, 2006, for a review), paradigms were used in which either the target material was minimally exposed (presented for students to read once) and was not part of the class curriculum (Spitzer, 1939) or the course material was included in the experiment but the experiment was conducted after students completed their exams and standardized assessments (Carpenter et al., 2009). These parameters are not reflective of typical middle school instructional situations in which the core target (course) content is emphasized by the teacher in her class lectures and learning activities, reinforced in the textbook reading assignments, and tested in summative assessments that count toward course grades. In these situations, students are presumably motivated to study the material (both quizzed and nonquizzed) and perform well on the assessment. We found that even under these favorable conditions for learning target material, students’ retention of the material was improved by low-stakes quizzes. Further, the findings indicate that the beneficial quizzing effect lasts at least 9 months, a retention interval substantially longer than previously examined, except for Carpenter et al. (2009; in which quizzing was conducted after the course content had been completed, rather than throughout the course while the material was being learned).

Moreover, from several perspectives, the performance gains on the science content associated with quizzing were impressive and have potentially great practical significance. Quizzing increased students’ performance on unit exams from baseline levels of 79% correct (performance when target content was nonquizzed) to levels of more than 90%. The science teacher indicated that the baseline level of performance observed in this study is typical for her eighth-grade science classes, so the baseline is not artificially low. Translated into grades, the quiz-related performance gain represented a change from a C− grade to an A− grade on the typical grading distribution at that school. Translated into the proportion gains of the unlearned material, quizzing promoted learning of 65% of the material that would otherwise have been answered incorrectly. Essentially the quizzing effects were evidenced for the material that was normatively most difficult to learn—the 21% of the items not correct at baseline.

A second impressive feature of the quizzing effect was that it persisted to the end of the semester exam and to the end of the school year. Though the gains were not as substantial as for the unit test, they may be an underestimate of the benefits of testing over long retention intervals. Note that the students’ baseline performance for the semester and end-of-the-year exams was based on items on which they had been tested on the unit exams. Thus, students’ performance on these baseline items for the long-term retention tests would presumably have benefitted from previous testing (albeit without the feedback provided with quizzes). Another factor may also have been at play, however, in the observed persistence of the quizzing effect. Retrieval on the unit exam of previously quizzed material may have contributed to the long-term retention of the quizzed material. The idea here is that without the additional retrieval on the unit exam, the long-term retention associated with quizzing would be diminished or even eliminated.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examination/content</th>
<th>Genetics</th>
<th>Evolution</th>
<th>Anatomy 1</th>
<th>Anatomy 2</th>
<th>Anatomy 3</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M SD</td>
<td>M SD</td>
<td>M SD</td>
<td>M SD</td>
<td>M SD</td>
<td>M SD</td>
<td>M SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quizzed</td>
<td>.92 .09</td>
<td>.93 .07</td>
<td>.92 .08</td>
<td>.93 .11</td>
<td>.91 .10</td>
<td>.92 .06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonquizzed</td>
<td>.76 .13</td>
<td>.78 .15</td>
<td>.81 .10</td>
<td>.80 .16</td>
<td>.82 .15</td>
<td>.79 .10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-of-the-semester</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quizzed</td>
<td>.75 .19</td>
<td>.81 .19</td>
<td>.71 .19</td>
<td>.81 .20</td>
<td>.87 .13</td>
<td>.79 .12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonquizzed</td>
<td>.70 .20</td>
<td>.71 .21</td>
<td>.64 .20</td>
<td>.76 .17</td>
<td>.79 .17</td>
<td>.72 .13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-of-the-year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quizzed</td>
<td>.61 .49</td>
<td>.53 .50</td>
<td>.60 .49</td>
<td>.89 .31</td>
<td>.77 .42</td>
<td>.68 .21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonquizzed</td>
<td>.63 .49</td>
<td>.45 .50</td>
<td>.59 .50</td>
<td>.73 .45</td>
<td>.73 .45</td>
<td>.62 .22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We explored this possibility by examining the effect of quizzing on the semester exam separately for items correctly answered and for items not correctly answered on the unit tests. For items not correctly answered on the unit tests, semester-exam performance was higher for quizzed items compared with nonquizzed items (.81 vs. .76, respectively, $t(77) = 3.34, d = .65$. For incorrect items on the unit exam, students’ semester-exam performance did not significantly differ on quizzed and nonquizzed items (.45 vs. .47, respectively; $t < 1$). Thus, the long-term quizzing effect may hinge on additional retrieval on unit exams, though this conclusion is tentative because the needed baseline condition (semester exam performance without preceding unit exams) could not be included in the present classroom environment.

It is also worth emphasizing that the quizzes were low stakes, as scores on the postlesson and review quizzes only counted for 10% of the students’ grades. One practical benefit is that such quizzes do not necessarily increase the amount of evaluative testing incorporated into the classroom. This teacher simply chose to use the scores from the quizzes as a means to lessen the reliance on exams for grades. Moreover, on an end-of-the-year survey (completed by 85 of the 92 students included in the previous analyses), students reported that taking the quizzes, especially with clickers, reduced anxiety before a unit exam (64% of respondents) and increased learning (89% of respondents). In line with these survey data, informal observation of the classrooms indicated that students expressed disappointment on the days when the clicker quizzes were not included in the class.

One straightforward interpretation of the current quizzing effect is that the benefits were a direct consequence of testing per se. Another possibility is that the low-stakes quizzes stimulated students to engage in more outside-class work or study, as might be the case for graded quizzes (see Leeming, 2002). However, according to informal observations from the teacher and student surveys, students in the current experiment studied the same amount (69% of respondents) or less (27% of respondents) for this science class in comparison to their other classes. We will defer further consideration of the theoretical underpinnings of these effects until the General Discussion.

**Experiments 2a and 2b**

Having demonstrated that giving quizzes three times substantially increased exam performance on content in a middle school science class, we were next interested in a more fine-grained evaluation of how the placement of a quiz and the number of repetitions of a quiz would affect the magnitude of this testing effect. The effect of placement of quizzes with respect to the classroom lecture is particularly interesting from both theoretical and practical perspectives. Consider first the potential effects of a quiz that is administered prior to the class lecture on the content (but subsequent to assigned reading). Here students would not be expected to perform exceptionally well on the quiz; however, the quiz would function as prequestions for target materials. In laboratory research, mnemonic benefits of prequestions have been documented (e.g., see Pressley, Tanenbaum, McDaniel, & Wood, 1990; Richland, Kornell, & Kao, 2009). These benefits may in part arise because the quiz items orient the learner toward important content in the subsequently presented material (Mayer, 2003). However, answering the questions produces more learning for students than being exposed to the same prequestions (without having to provide an answer), and this is the case even when prequestions are answered incorrectly (Pressley et al., 1990; Richland et al., 2009). More generally, basic memory research suggests that failing to answer a test question can potentiate learning of the correct answer when it is later provided (Izawa, 1970; Karpicke, 2009; Kornell, Hays, & Bjork, 2009). Thus, the implication here is that though prelecture quizzes may not produce highly accurate performance, they will help students to learn because even the unsuccessful attempts to answer questions potentiate learning of the target material (relative to no prelecture quiz). Although this practical implication has been promoted by researchers (e.g., Kornell et al., 2009), it has not been experimentally evaluated in an educational setting with actual course content.

Another standard placement of a quiz is after a class lecture. Postlecture quizzes can be administered immediately after the class lecture or as a review prior to the summative assessment. We examined both possibilities in the present study. Theoretically, these quiz placements would be expected to promote learning by affording students the opportunity for effective retrieval of target content (Carpenter & DeLosh, 2006; McDaniel & Masson, 1985). Further, for a number of reasons, the review quiz administered just before the summative assessment might be expected to produce the most robust learning benefits. The review quiz would ensure spaced learning of the target material (Cepeda, Pashler, Vul, Wixted, & Rohrer, 2006); the target material would have been recently exposed relative to the summative assessment, and the difficulty of retrieval would presumably be greater for the review than immediate postlesson quiz (Bjork, 1994; McDaniel & Masson, 1985).

To investigate these possibilities, we varied placement of certain items in Experiments 2a and 2b across the three types of quizzes (prelesson, postlesson, and review) used in Experiment 1. All students were administered three quizzes (as in Experiment 1), but the quizzed target content included on these quizzes was manipulated such that some content was presented only on the prelesson quiz, some content was presented only on the immediate postlesson quiz, and some content was presented only on the review quiz (the quiz just prior to the summative assessment). This design allowed us to identify whether a single quiz exposure would enhance summative test performance relative to content on which the students had not been quizzed and whether one particular placement of that exposure (prelesson, postlesson, or review) was superior to the others in promotion of test performance. In addition, our design controls for indirect effects of taking quizzes at the three times, because all students received all three quizzes (with content varying on each quiz to instantiate the conditions).

Our second objective in the following two experiments was to explore whether particular combinations of quiz placements would increase the magnitude of the testing effect relative to that obtained with an effective single quiz (assuming that one or more of the single-quiz placements proved to have positive effects). Accordingly, we also implemented the possible two-quiz combinations and the three-quiz combination (see Table 3 for the complete design). In laboratory work, repeated retrieval practice (multiple quizzes) increases the learning benefits from quizzing (Karpicke & Roediger, 2007, 2008). However, as noted earlier, in these laboratory situations, the initial presentation of the target information is typically minimal and less enriched than in a classroom setting.
LEARNING THROUGH QUIZZING

Table 3
Withinsubjects Quiz Conditions Used in Experiments 2a and 2b

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quiz condition</th>
<th>Initial quiz</th>
<th>Unit exam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time₁</td>
<td>Time₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonquizzed</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prelesson-only</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postlesson-only</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review-only</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prelesson–postlesson</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postlesson–review</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prelesson–postlesson–review</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Time₁ refers to a quiz that occurred immediately before the teacher’s lesson; Time₂ refers to a quiz that occurred immediately after the teacher’s lesson, and Time₃ refers to a quiz that occurred 24 hr before the unit exam.

Eighteen students who qualified for special education or gifted programs were excluded from our analyses. Furthermore, 56 students who were not present for all initial quizzes and the unit exam were also excluded to ensure the integrity of our quizzing schedule. Therefore, data from 65 students are reported below. However, the general pattern of results remained the same when the 56 absent students were included (see Appendix B, Table B1). In accordance with our primary interests, data have been collapsed over the four chapters of the astronomy unit. All results were significant at an alpha level of .05 unless otherwise noted.

**Initial quiz performance.** Initial quiz performance as a function of quiz condition is shown in Table 4. As expected, overall performance increased from the prelesson (56%) to the postlesson (77%) and review quizzes (74%). A repeated-measures ANOVA with quiz placement (prelesson, postlesson, and review) as the independent variable revealed a significant effect of quiz placement on initial quiz performance, $F(2, 128) = 96.33, \eta_p^2 = .60$. Overall postlesson and review quiz performance were both signif-
Table 4

Students’ Average Initial Quiz Performance as a Function of Quiz Condition in Experiment 2a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quiz condition</th>
<th>Initial quiz performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prelesson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonquizzed</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prelesson-only</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postlesson-only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review-only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prelesson–postlesson</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prelesson–review</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postlesson–review</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prelesson–postlesson–review</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The prelesson–postlesson–review condition (89%) showed a significantly greater performance compared to the prelesson (78%) and postlesson (77%) conditions. Planned t tests indicated that the performance in the prelesson–postlesson–review condition was significantly higher than the performance in the prelesson-only (69%) and postlesson-only (77%) conditions, t(64) = 3.89, d = 0.66, and the review-only (73%) condition, t(64) = 2.91, d = 0.47.

Our second set of analyses focused on whether some combinations of quizzing would be more potent than a single-quiz presentation. Although items appearing only on a prelesson quiz were found to provide little benefit on the final examination (in comparison to the nonquizzed condition), it may be that a prelesson quiz combined with another quiz would aid retention over and above that obtained with postlesson and review quizzes alone. This possibility was not supported, however. Planned t tests indicated that the prelesson–postlesson–review quizzing condition (78%) did not increase students’ performance on the unit exam relative to postlesson-only quizzing (77%), t < 1, p > .05, and the prelesson–review quizzing condition (85%) did not increase performance on the unit exam over the review-only quizzing (86%), t < 1, p > .05. Thus, in the present learning context, a single quiz administered before the teacher’s lesson (i.e., the prelesson quiz) did not enhance learning, either when presented alone or in combination with quizzes that occurred after the teacher’s lesson (i.e., the postlesson and review quizzes).

We also investigated whether the potency of the single most effective quiz (review quizzing) was augmented with additional prior quizzing. Planned t tests showed that combining the postlesson and review quizzing (87%) was not significantly more effective than review-only quizzing (86%), t < 1, p > .05; even when prelesson, postlesson, and review quizzing were administered (89%), there was no significant improvement on the examination relative to review-only quizzing (86%), t(64) = 1.39, p > .05. Thus, additional quizzing did not significantly augment the benefits of a review quiz on students’ performance on the unit examination. Of course, the performance levels in these last analyses are near ceiling, possibly reducing the sensitivity to detect differences.

Experiment 2b

In this experiment, we sought to replicate Experiment 2a and extend those results to delayed retention exams administered at 3 months (end of semester) and 8 months (end of year) after initial learning.

Method

Participants. Eighth-grade science students (N = 148) from the same middle school as in prior experiments partici-
ated in this experiment. Parents were informed of the study, and written assent from each participant was obtained in accordance with the Washington University Human Research Protection Office. Participants in Experiment 2b did not participate in the prior experiments.

**Materials and design.** The design used in Experiment 2a was the same as that used in Experiment 2b, which included two units from the eighth-grade science curriculum: genetics and chemistry. Fifty-six multiple-choice genetics questions and 48 multiple-choice chemistry questions, all with four alternatives, were created by the experimenter and approved by the classroom teacher. At the outset, we planned to collapse data across the two units, yielding a total of 104 multiple-choice items, or 13 items in each of the eight quiz conditions.

Both units were divided into four chapters each, and classroom lessons about chapters varied in length between 1 and 4 days. The experimenter administered a total of eight prelesson and eight postlesson quizzes (i.e., one before and after each chapter lesson, respectively), and the number of items on each quiz varied with respect to the chapter. When collapsed over conditions, chapters, and units, the total number of items on the prelesson quizzes was 52, and the total number of items on the postlesson quizzes was 52. Review quizzes occurred the day before the unit exam, also with a total of 52 items. Retention was measured on unit exams, including all 104 items, which were administered an average of 31 days after the first prelesson quiz for both units. As in the previous experiments, the unit exams also consisted of nonmultiple choice questions (e.g., students were asked to label parts of the atom and fill out information about various elements using the periodic table) and a few multiple choice questions (see description to Experiment 1 method) that were not included in the experimental analyses.

Two additional delayed-retention exams were used: a 3-month delayed semester exam and an 8-month delayed year exam. For the semester exam, 32 items were randomly selected from each unit (as in Experiment 1, the semester exam also included items from units not targeted for this experiment). Therefore, 64 items were selected over both units, with eight items per condition. For the delayed year exam, 10 items from the genetics unit were randomly selected, five items from the nonquizzed condition, and five items from the prelesson–postlesson-review condition. Items from the chemistry unit were not included on the delayed year exam due to classroom time constraints. On both of the delayed exams, items were presented in random order within unit, and units were presented in the chronological order in which they were taught.

**Procedure.** The same procedure used for initial quizzes and the unit exam in Experiment 2a was used in Experiment 2b. Regarding the delayed semester exam, students were notified of the date of the exam approximately 1 month before it was administered, as performance was recorded for grading purposes. Items on the delayed semester exam were presented in a test booklet, and students recorded their answers on a Scantron form (Scantron Corp., Eagan, MN). Regarding the delayed year exam, students were not informed of the exam until it was administered. Items on the delayed year exam were presented on the same clicker system used during initial quizzes.

**Results**

Twenty-five students who qualified for special education or gifted programs were excluded from our analyses. Furthermore, 69 students who were not present for all initial quizzes, unit exams, and delayed exams were also excluded to ensure the integrity of our quizzing schedule. Therefore, data from 54 students are reported below. However, despite these exclusions, the general pattern of results remained the same when the 69 absent students were included (see Appendix B, Table B2). In accordance with our primary interests, data were collapsed over the genetics and chemistry units. All results were significant at an alpha level of .05 unless otherwise noted.

**Initial quiz performance.** Initial quiz performance as a function of quiz condition is shown in Table 6. As expected, there was a significant main effect of type of quiz (prelesson, postlesson, and review) on initial quiz performance. Overall postlesson (84%) and review quiz (84%) performances were not different (t < 1), and both were significantly greater than prelesson performance (62%), t(53) = 19.37, d = 2.27 and t(54) = 20.12, d = 2.44, respectively. These results replicate Experiment 2a.

As in Experiment 2a, to distinguish the potential contributions of prelesson quizzing versus the teacher’s lesson on students’ later quiz performance, we also examined postlesson quiz performance as a function of whether the content was present on the prelesson quiz (postlesson-only vs. prelesson–postlesson). Unlike Experiment 2a, prelesson–postlesson performance on the postlesson quiz (84%) was significantly greater than postlesson-only performance (79%), t(53) = 2.06, d = .35. However, on the review quiz, performance for prelesson–review items (81%) did not significantly differ from performance on review-only items (77%), t(53) = 1.71, p > .05. Thus, while prelesson quizzing may produce a benefit for postlesson performance, this benefit did not persist to the review quiz.

**Unit exam performance.** Unit exam performance as a function of quiz condition is shown in Table 7. Following Experiment 2a, we first isolated the influence of the placement of a single quiz. A one-way ANOVA between the nonquizzed items (83%), prelesson-only items (86%), postlesson-only items (89%), and review-only items (92%) revealed a significant effect, F(3, 159) =
10.42, $\eta_p^2 = .16$, indicating the utility of a single quiz on final unit exam performance. Planned $t$ tests demonstrated significant testing effects when we compared the postlesson-only and nonquizzed conditions, $t(53) = 3.94, d = .51$, and the review-only and nonquizzed conditions, $t(53) = 4.27, d = .76$. The prelesson-only quiz did not significantly improve unit exam performance relative to nonquizzed items, $t(53) = 1.35, p > .05$, similar to Experiment 2a.

In a second set of analyses, we focused on whether some combinations of quizzing would be more potent than a single quiz presentation. Planned $t$ tests comparing the prelesson–postlesson (89%) with postlesson-only (89%) conditions and the prelesson–review (94%) with review-only (92%) conditions revealed no significant advantage of combining a prelesson quiz with any other quiz (relative to giving the other quiz alone), $t < 1.88, ps > .05$. Consistent with Experiment 2a, a single quiz given before the teacher’s lesson was not effective in enhancing students’ performance on the unit exam, and this type of initial quiz did not provide any additional benefit to performance on quizzes that occurred after the teacher’s lesson.

The next set of planned $t$ tests focused on the review-only quiz, which resulted in the greatest unit exam performance relative to the other single-quiz exposure conditions (and to nonquizzed items). In contrast to Experiment 2a, the benefit from review quizzes was increased with additional quizzes. The postlesson–review (94%) and the prelesson–postlesson–review (96%) conditions produced significantly higher exam performance than the review-only (92%) condition, $t > 2.43, ps < .05$. Thus, additional quizzes may augment the benefits of a review quiz on unit exam performance.

**Delayed exam performance.** End-of-semester and end-of-the-year exam performances as a function of quiz condition are shown in Table 8. Recall that items on the end-of-semester exam were selected from both the genetics and chemistry units, and students were tested once on all items (including the nonquizzed items) on the unit exam. Items on the end-of-the-year exam were selected only from the genetics unit (and only from the prelesson–postlesson–review and nonquizzed conditions, due to time constraints), and students were tested on these items once on the unit exam but were not tested on them in the semester exam.

For the end-of-semester exam, a one-way ANOVA between the nonquizzed (76%), prelesson-only (81%), postlesson-only (81%), and review-only (86%) quiz conditions demonstrated a significant effect, $F(3, 159) = 6.52, \eta_p^2 = .11$, indicating the utility of a single quiz (followed by a unit exam) on students’ performance on the 3-month delayed semester exam. We conducted planned $t$ tests that demonstrated significant testing effects when the postlesson-only and nonquizzed conditions were compared, $t(53) = 2.20, d = .32$, and the review-only and nonquizzed conditions were compared, $t(53) = 4.57, d = .61$. The prelesson-only and nonquizzed comparison was only marginally significant, $t(53) = 1.88, d = .29, p = .07$. Thus, even after a 3-month delay, robust testing effects were obtained following the postlesson and review single quiz conditions.

The review-only condition resulted in significantly greater performance on the end-of-semester exam than the prelesson-only and postlesson-only conditions, $t > 2.11, ps < .05$, further demonstrating the enduring effect of review quizzing the day before the unit exam. There were no significant differences among the conditions that included a review quiz.

Finally, regarding the 8-month delayed year exam, which consisted of only genetics items, a substantial testing effect was revealed such that the prelesson–postlesson–review condition (82%) resulted in significantly greater performance than the nonquizzed condition (69%), $t(53) = 3.87, d = .61$. This result demonstrates the robust effect of quizzing after a very long delay (at least when quizzes are followed by unit exams). Although we could not include items from all eight quiz conditions on the delayed year exam, we speculate that the review-only condition would have provided a similar testing benefit on the delayed year exam on the basis of consistent results across Experiments 1 and 2a.

**Discussion of Experiments 2a and 2b**

Overall, the results from Experiments 2a and 2b converge on a number of conclusions and provide important insights into an effective schedule for quizzing. First, significant testing effects were found with two single-quiz conditions. Both the postlesson and review quizzes alone resulted in greater unit and semester exam performance than the nonquizzed condition. Accordingly, multiple low-stakes quizzes are not necessary for producing a learning or retention benefit on classroom exams. Middle school teachers with limited class time for administering quizzes could quiz students on core material once (if quizzed after lesson cov-
enforcement of the lesson contents. These results also do not support laboratory experimental findings that have reported benefits of prequestions on learning (Pressley et al., 1990; Richland et al., 2009). Numerous differences exist between the current educational context and laboratory studies that could explain the apparent discrepancy in findings. For instance, possibly the current quiz questions were not gauged appropriately to provide an assumed orienting or scaffolding function; perhaps performance on the current summative assessment (multiple-choice questions) did not require the degree of organizational encoding that laboratory summative assessments might (e.g., requiring recall; Pressley et al., 1990); or possibly the current content was more novel to the students than content used in laboratory research.

In addition, it does not seem to be the case that unintended chance differences in item difficulty totally accounted for the limited benefits of prelesson quizzes. This possibility arose in Experiment 2a especially, with few items in each quiz condition; here, prelesson quiz performance was lowest on the prelesson-only items (.11 lower than performance on the prelesson quiz for the items appearing on the prelesson–postlesson–review quiz), and in turn unit exam performance was lowest for this condition. However, the reverse occurred for the prelesson–postlesson and prelesson–review conditions, with lower prelesson quiz performance associated with higher unit exam performance. Moreover, in Experiment 2b, students’ performance on prelesson-only items was nearly equivalent to their performance on items on the prelesson quiz in the other quiz conditions, yet the prelesson-only quiz still did not produce unit exam levels comparable to those of the other quiz conditions. Accordingly, though the random assignment of items to particular quiz conditions produced some variation in item difficulty across quiz conditions (as would be expected), overall this did not appear to be systematically associated with performance levels on unit exams.

As researchers, we were guests in a teacher’s classroom, and accordingly we were unable to control grading policies. As mentioned, the postlesson and review quizzes, but not the prelesson quizzes, often counted for a small percentage of the students’ overall grade. This situation raises the possibility that motivational effects attenuated the potential benefit of the prelesson quizzes. However, this factor seems unlikely to explain our differences for several reasons. First, the importance of the prelesson quizzes was always stressed, and the scores were displayed after the quiz. Students were well aware that these questions were likely going to be included on their later quizzes and tests, so they would certainly have reason to pay attention to the feedback, the content in the readings, and the teacher’s lectures. Also, although quizzing only on the prelesson quiz did not enhance performance on the unit exam, there is some evidence that performance on the subsequent (postlesson) quiz benefitted slightly. Clearly, the current study was not designed to identify the critical factors that promote benefits of prelesson quizzing. The results do suggest, however, that the benefits for prelesson quizzing may not be especially widespread for authentic educational situations with the kinds of course content and summative examinations used here.

Finally, a robust testing effect was demonstrated after an 8-month delay on the end-of-year exam (Experiment 2b). This effect was evaluated only for content that was quizzed three times
and is thus consistent with that found in Experiment 1. This finding
converges with those reported in a laboratory experiment in which
testing effects were found for educational content (art history) after
a 2-month delay (Butler & Roediger, 2007) and in a classroom
experiment in which testing effects were found for eighth-grade
history facts after a 9-month delay (Carpenter et al., 2009). The
present finding extends these effects to an authentic educational
setting (unlike Butler & Roediger, and one in which low-stakes
quizzes were administered during the presentation of the unit
material (unlike Carpenter et al. in which the quiz was adminis-
tered as an experiment after the summative assessments for those
facts had been completed).

In considering these long-term effects of quizzing, as discussed
in Experiment 1, we note that students also were tested on the
nonquizzed items on the unit exams, and thus they also may have
benefited from being tested on this exam (though the present study
was not designed to gauge a benefit of the unit test per se). Quizzes
may have promoted long-term retention because they provided
more frequent retrieval practice (including practice accruing from
taking the unit exam) than did the unit exam alone. However, the
quizzes were also accompanied by corrective feedback, whereas
the unit tests were not. Thus, the long-term effects of quizzing
could be at least in part related to benefits of feedback. More
fine-grained experimental work will be needed to directly inform
these possibilities.

General Discussion

Although the positive benefits of testing (quizzing) on retention
and subsequent test performance have been documented in labo-
rary experiments (for a review, see Roediger & Karpicke, 2006)
and with educationally relevant materials (e.g., Butler & Roediger,
2007; Carpenter et al., 2009; Glover, 1989), there is a paucity of
controlled classroom experiments on the testing effects on the
curricular material that students are required to learn for their
course assessments (and by extension for high-stakes achievement
tests). As discussed previously, important differences exist be-
tween the classroom and laboratory contexts, including the re-
peated emphasis on to-be-learned content and presumably greater
motivational dynamics for learning in the classroom context. Be-
cause these differences could possibly reduce or eliminate the
testing effect, uncertainty has remained regarding the potency of
testing effects in authentic classroom settings. The three experi-
ments reported herein provide strong evidence that for middle
school science classes, low-stakes quizzing with feedback can be
extremely effective in achieving one educational objective—that
of increasing performance on summative assessments (for learning
and retention) of target content.

When three quizzes on the content were spaced across the
coverage of a unit, effects were robust, producing between 13% and
25% gains in performance on unit exams across a range of
eighth-grade science topics, including genetics, evolution, anatom-
omy, astronomy, and chemistry. Perhaps more telling, the propor-
tion of otherwise unlearned material (i.e., material with incorrect
answers for nonquizzed items) that benefited from quizzing was
substantial, ranging from .61 (Experiment 2a) to .78 (Experiment
2b, for the three-quizzed conditions). From the standpoint of
projected grades, the benefits of quizzing were equally impressive.
Performance levels on material that was not quizzed were at the
C+ level for the school’s grading scale; quizzing generally in-
creased performance levels on the material to an A– level. This is
a robust effect, especially considering that the science teacher for
this grade level provided conscientious, rich instruction for her
students, with the classroom experience involving active learning
exercises and demonstrations. The summative exams reflected
the content emphasized in the textbook and the classroom activities.
Even with these highly favorable pedagogical factors in place,
quizzing improved learning and exam performance for the course
content relative to no quizzing.

Further, the present quizzing effects might slightly underesti-
mate the true effect because quizzing can augment students’ per-
formance on related content (Chan, McDermott, & Roediger,
2006), and we cannot measure that influence in our design. Some
(but not a majority) of the exam items were on related content
e.g., in genetics, two questions focused on meaning of phenotype,
and in astronomy, two questions focused on the related concepts
of equinox and solstice), and to the extent that in some cases random
assignment distributed one of each into quiz and nonquiz condi-
tions, then there would be a chance for some carryover effects to
nonquizzed items. If this happened, the direct effect of quizzing
would be underestimated because the control comparison would be
too high (due to the spillover effect of quizzing on related items).

The quizzing effects are also impressive from the standpoint of
the minimal adjustments required to incorporate them into the
classroom. The introduction of the low-stakes quizzing into this
science classroom required only minor changes to the normal
classroom practices. The teaching approach did not change, the
course materials did not change, and the curriculum did not
change. The primary changes for the teacher involve constructing
the quizzes and setting aside some class time (on the order of
minutes) for administering the quizzes. Indeed, it appears that
the class time needed to obtain significant benefits of quizzing could
be relatively small. Experiments 2a and 2b showed that just one
strategically placed quiz on target content (after a lesson or as a
review for a unit exam) produced significant increases in unit
exam performance. Further, when a single quiz was administered
as a review activity a day prior to the unit exam, the benefits were
nearly (and statistically) equivalent to benefits from repeating the
quiz several times, and the benefits of the single review quiz
were long-lasting (up to 3 months; Experiment 2b). Still, with
more strategic spacing of repeated quizzes one might expect that
repeating quizzes would produce gains above that obtained with
a single review quiz; however, the current repeated quizzing scheme
was one that had been favored (on the basis of subjective impres-
sions) in a social studies class at the middle school (see Roediger,
Agarwal, McDaniel, et al., 2010). Another practical advantage of
the present quizzing procedure rests on its low-stakes feature.
Because the quizzes were low stakes, feedback could be broadcast
to the students in the classroom setting, without requiring addi-
tional teacher time for grading. Moreover, the low-stakes nature of
the quizzes reduced student anxiety (according to self-reports) and
increased student learning. Thus, the cost–benefit ratio for low-
stakes quizzing in middle school science classes (and other content
domains as well, Roediger, Agarwal, McDaniel, et al., 2010)
appears to be highly favorable.

There are a number of possible theoretical explanations for the
present effects. Though the present study was not designed to
disentangle these explanations, some of the more prominent pos-
that has been quizzed leads to greater transfer to new questions than material that was reread (see also McDaniel, Howard, & Einstein, 2009). In related classroom research with clicker technology, college students who answered questions used to assess understanding (formative assessment) and then discussed the rationale for correct answers scored better on class exams than did students not given clicker questions and discussion (Mayer et al., 2009). The effect was observed for exam questions that were similar and dissimilar in content to the clicker questions.

A host of possible indirect effects of testing could contribute to positive quizzing effects. Quizzing might improve metacognition for the course content. Fifty-five percent of the students reported becoming better at assessing what they did and did not understand following our clicker quizzes, and although we did not measure metacognition or study strategies, this increase in metacognition could allow students to more effectively self-direct study activities (e.g., Thomas & McDaniel, 2007). Quizzing could simply stimulate students to keep up better with class assignments (see Leem, 2002), though given the low-stakes nature of the present quizzing regimen and survey responses this possibility seems less likely in our experiments. The low-stakes aspect of the quizzing reduced test anxiety, and the quizzes could also increase motivation (as the student experiences success on the quizzes). Identifying which, if any, of the possible mechanisms underlie the benefits of quizzing remains for more fine-grained research. What is clear is that at least for middle school science classes, low-stakes quizzing produces significant gains in learning and retention, as assessed by standard classroom summative assessments.
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Appendix A

Examples of questions from three units: Experiment 1 (genetics), Experiment 2a (anatomy), and Experiment 2b (chemistry). (F) denotes a factual item; (A) denotes an analytic or inferential item.

Genetics

(F) An organism’s physical appearance is its _______.
A. genotype
B. phenotype
C. codominance
D. heterozygous

(F) What are the building blocks of protein?
A. Chromosomes
B. Amino acids
C. DNA
D. RNA

(A) How can genetic counselors predict genetic disorders?
A. By studying karyotypes and pedigree charts
B. By taking pictures of a baby before it is born
C. By exploring new methods of genetic engineering
D. By eliminating codominant alleles in the parents

(A) Why are sex-linked traits more common in males than in females?
A. All alleles on the X chromosome are dominant.
B. All alleles on the Y chromosome are recessive.
C. Males only have one X chromosome, so if they inherit the recessive allele, they will show that particular trait.
D. Any allele on the Y chromosome will be codominant with the matching allele on the X chromosome.

Anatomy (Skeletal, Muscular, and Integumentary [Skin] Systems)

(F) The average human adult has about _____ pounds of skin.
A. 6
B. 12
C. 20
D. 32

(F) Your shoulder and hip are what type of joint?
A. Ball and socket
B. Pivot
C. Hinge
D. Gliding

(A) Weight lifting, sprinting, and doing pushups are all examples of what type of exercise?
A. Aerobic
B. Anaerobic
C. Catabolic
D. Anabolic

(A) Which of the following is controlled by involuntary muscles?
A. Breathing
B. Smiling
C. Talking
D. Walking

Chemistry

(F) A(n) _____ change is when a substance is changed into a different substance with different properties.
A. physical
B. chemical
C. hydrothermal
D. energy

(F) The hardest form of carbon is what?
A. Fullerene
B. Diamond
C. Alloy
D. Graphite

(A) What can you tell from the molecular formula for methane (CH₄)?
A. It contains four carbon atoms
B. It contains one hydrogen atom
C. It contains four hydrogen atoms
D. It forms groups of four molecules

(A) Which of the following is an amorphous solid?
A. Plastic doll
B. Ice castle
C. Copper penny
D. All of the above

(Appendices continue)
### Appendix B

#### Table B1

**Students’ Average Unit Exam Performance as a Function of Quiz Condition in Experiment 2a**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quiz condition</th>
<th>Unit exam performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonquizzed</td>
<td>.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prelesson-only</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postlesson-only</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review-only</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prelesson–postlesson</td>
<td>.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prelesson–review</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postlesson–review</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prelesson–postlesson–review</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Included both present and absent students.

#### Table B2

**Students’ Average Unit Exam Performance as a Function of Quiz Condition in Experiment 2b**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quiz condition</th>
<th>Unit exam performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonquizzed</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prelesson-only</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postlesson-only</td>
<td>.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review-only</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prelesson–postlesson</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prelesson–review</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postlesson–review</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prelesson–postlesson–review</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Included both present and absent students.